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ABSTRACT
The goal of the current research was to provide

support for an evolutionary psychology perspective that
views the brain as a modular computational device.

According to this viewpoint, the brain is thought to have
evolved to use information from the environment and the
body to regulate behavior and bodily functions. Research

shows that humans may have evolved a specific mechanism to

detect infidelity on the part of a mate. Men, in theory are
more sensitive to sexual infidelity and women to emotional

infidelity, due to the consequences each type of infidelity
has for the sexes.

The present research utilized a

cognitive dissonance paradigm to evaluate the validity of
the theory that sexual jealousy is an evolved, sex-linked

psychological mechanism.

It was predicted that men would

experience more cognitive dissonance when asked to choose
or reject sexual infidelity information and women would

experience greater dissonance when asked to choose or
reject emotional infidelity information. The chosen
information would presumably be used to confront a romantic
partner about the possibility of unfaithfulness. Men were
also predicted to be better able than women to recall

sexual infidelity cues and women were predicted to be
iii

better able to recall emotional infidelity cues.

Unfortunately, the results of this study did not confirm
these predictions. Since the theory and logic behind these
predictions appears sound, additional studies are required
to evaluate the validity of using cognitive dissonance as a

tool for studying complex evolved behavior.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Overview
The goal of this research was to validate the

predictive and explanatory power of evolutionary
psychology, and to provide additional support for the

existence of evolved psychological mechanisms that underlie
all human social behavior.

An evolutionary psychology

perspective views the brain as a modular computational
device that has evolved to use information derived from the

environment and the body to regulate behavior and bodily
functions (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000).

Thus, underlying all

psychological theory there must exist an evolutionary

element.

By defining such an element in functional terms,

one can test the compatibility of psychological theory with

evolutionary biology, integrating the study of human
behavior with all natural phenomena (Cosmides, Tooby &

Barkow, 1992) .

The present research, by demonstrating

sex-specific evolutionary mechanisms in a cognitive domain,

specifically dissonance, sought to provide further evidence
for the existence of evolved mechanisms and to demonstrate
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the utility of an evolutionary perspective for exploring

human social behavior.

Evolutionary Psychology
Evolutionary psychology is an approach to

understanding human nature that utilizes knowledge from

biology, cognitive science, anthropology and neuroscience.
Evolutionary psychologists define human nature as the

species-specific, continually developing, functional neural
architecture of the human mind and brain (Cosmides & Tooby,

2000).

Observable behavior is theorized to depend on

underlying psychological mechanisms, information processing
devices, that have emerged as a product of selection

pressures. Evolutionary psychologists seek to understand
these psychological mechanisms by defining the survival and
reproductive functions they might have served over the

course of evolutionary time.

By finding connections

between behavior in the present and evolved mechanisms,
evolutionary psychologists hope to provide a conceptually
integrated methodology for generating hypotheses about the
design and function of the human mind (Cosmides, et al.,

1992) .

2

According to this evolutionary perspective, humans
were exposed to environmental conditions that created
reproductive obstacles or opportunities, including the
presence of predators, food acquisition and the

availability of mates.

Successful solutions to adaptive

problems allowed an individual possessing a solution

relevant characteristic to increase its reproduction
compared to individuals not possessing the characteristic

(Cosmides et. al, 1992; Darwin, 1859).

Just as other parts

of the body were selected to perform specific functions,
over time, mutations in cognitive programs that increased
reproductive success were retained, replicated, and

incorporated into our species' neural architecture.

Thus,

social behavior in the present is the product of functional

mechanisms that evolved in response to conditions
experienced by humans in ancestral time (Cosmides & Tooby,
2000) .

Currently, the only known process that "builds"

functional mechanisms into individuals is natural
selection, dictating that mechanisms studied by cognitive

scientists are necessary adaptations to conditions in the
ancestral environment (Cosmides & Tooby, 2003).

Evidence

for evolved mechanisms comes from hunter-gatherer and
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primate studies that provide insight into the ancestral

conditions that necessitated their development (Barkow,
1973; 2003; 2006,) and from researchers who have
demonstrated the existence of specialized cognitive

programs such as Baddeley and Hitch who described the
mechanism for working memory (for a review see Baddeley,
1992).

Using replicator dynamics to explain how natural

selection produces mechanisms to handle parenting, mating,

cooperation, kinship, communication and other adaptive

problems, evolutionary researchers have established a firm
link between evolution and psychology (Cosmides & Tooby,

2003; see Hofbauer & Sigmund, 2003 for a review of

replicator dynamics).
Reproduction is the vehicle for evolution and thereby
the primary focus for adaptation.

Selection pressures have

shaped reproductive mechanisms, with each sex having faced
different adaptive problems throughout human evolutionary
history (Buss & Schmitt, 1993).

Ultimately, each sex will

have evolved a mating psychology that led to more

successful reproduction than alternative designs for that
sex.

Utilizing the process of selection, it is possible to

make specific predictions about where men and women evolved

similar sexual behavior and where the sexes will differ,
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providing a clear connection between underlying

evolutionary conditions and observed social behavior (Buss

& Schmitt, 1993).

Sexual Selection
In discussing social phenomena involving male/female
relationships it is necessary to make a distinction between

natural selection and sexual selection.

When Charles

Darwin began to develop his ideas about the origin of
species he noticed that, in addition to traits that are
found in both sexes that are beneficial in daily life, many
animals exhibit traits that are sex-linked and were

possibly detrimental to survival (Darwin, 1871).

In

several species of birds of paradise, for example, the male
possesses ornamental feathers so long and elaborate that

they encumber flying, making him more vulnerable to
predators (Zuk, 2002).

Possessing such brightly colored

feathers and other ornate features is also physiologically
costly to produce (Darwin, 1871).

Darwin discerned that,

in many cases, these characteristics could not have

increased reproductive success and therefore could not be

subject to natural selection.

According to Darwin, sexual

selection, a process analogous to, but distinct from

5

natural selection led to their development (Darwin, 1871;
Zuk, 2002) .
Sexual selection distinguishes between traits used for
survival and traits used solely in acquiring mates.

According to sexual selection, these secondary
characteristics could evolve in one of two ways.

First,

they could be useful to one sex, usually males, in

overcoming intra-sexual competition.

Second, through mate

choice, the opposite sex (both male and female) prefers

■mating with individuals possessing a certain
characteristic, ensuring its display in subsequent
generations (Zuk, 2002).

These features, though sometimes

detrimental for survival, could persist because they give

the possessor an edge in intra-sexual competition.

The

winner of such contests, over time, earns increased sexual

access to high value members of the opposite sex.

Also, by

selecting only mates with certain desirable
characteristics, the "choosing sex" selects which traits
get passed on to the next generation (Darwin, 1871; Zuk,

2002) .
Trivers (1972) expanded on Darwin's initial
observations by discussing the role of parental investment

in sexual selection. Trivers asserted that a central
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driving force guiding sexual selection is the degree of

parental investment each sex devotes to their offspring.
Parental investment is defined by Trivers as "any

investment by the parent in an individual offspring that
increases the offspring's chances of surviving (and hence
reproducing) at the cost of the parent's ability to invest

in other offspring"

(Trivers, 1972, p. 139).

This

definition of parental investment encompasses any effort

that increases the offspring's chances of survival at the

expense of alternative forms of reproductive investment
(e.g., competition for mates), whether or not they involve
one's genetic offspring (Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Trivers,

1972) .

Based on these contentions Trivers (1972) drew two

major assumptions about the links between parental
investment and sexual selection.

First, the sex that

invests the most in offspring will be choosier or more
discriminating when it comes to selecting a mate.

Second,

the sex that invests the least in offspring will compete

more vigorously with other low-investors for access to

high-investing members of the opposite sex.

Support for

Trivers two assumptions can be seen in almost all animal
species from peacocks with elaborate feather displays,
7

aimed at winning over choosy peahens, to fierce competition

between rams to gain access to coveted females (Trivers,

1985).

Additional evidence in support for the theory of

parental investment comes from sex-role-reversed species
where the male is the higher investing sex.

In species

such as the Mormon cricket, where the male invests heavily
in the young, he is also choosier than females, and the

physically larger females vigorously compete with each
other for access to the high value males (Trivers, 1985).

Human Mating Preferences

In humans, just as in other species, mating
preferences are the product of selection pressures.

Buss

and Schmitt (1993) extended Trivers' seminal work on

parental investment by tailoring his arguments and findings

to human sexual behavior.

Their work led to a cohesive

theory termed sexual strategies theory.

Sexual strategies

theory asserts that men and women seek particular mates

possessing sex-linked characteristics that served to solve
specific adaptive problems faced by our ancestors.

The

theory generates a set of specific predictions about sex
similarities and differences in human mating behavior.

According to sexual strategies theory, men and women will
8

have evolved different mechanisms for solving divergent
reproductive problems encountered throughout ancestral time

(Buss & Schmitt, 1993).
As in most mammals, due to internal conception,
gestation and lactation, the typical parental investment

required for offspring survival varies for men and women.
Owing to this difference, men and women place contrasting

emphasis on desirable characteristics in potential mates.
In order to ensure the survival and success of her
offspring, a woman's mate preferences have evolved to favor

men with the ability to provide resources to the
relationship.

Characteristics such as financial wealth,

social status, desire for children and a desire for

commitment are highly valued, and because these traits are
usually age linked, women show a preference for older men.
Men on the other hand, prefer young, healthy and physically

attractive partners because such characteristics serve as

proximal cues to fertility (e.g. Buss, 1989; Buss & Barnes,
1986; Cramer, Schaefer & Reid, 1996; Kenrick, Groth, Trost

& Sadalla, 1993; Kenrick & Keefe, 1992, Kenrick, Sadalla,

Groth & Trost, 1990; Landlot, Lalumiere & Quinsey, 1995;
Sadalla, Kenrick, & Vershure, 1987; Sprecher, 1989;
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Townsend, 1989; Wiederman, 1993; Wiederman & Allgeier,
1992) .
According to sexual strategies theory (Buss & Schmitt,

1993) , throughout evolutionary history men and women have
pursued both long-term and short-term mating strategies.
Since the benefits and constraints for the sexes differ
with each strategy, men and women have evolved specific

behaviors to maximize reproductive benefits in each
context.

Different sex-linked adaptive problems must be

solved when pursuing a short-term sexual strategy as

compared to long-term.

Human males, for example, have a

minimal required investment in their offspring (i.e. the
contribution of their sperm), allowing men to devote a

larger proportion of their mating efforts than women to

short-term mating (Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Schmitt,
Shackelford, & Buss, 2001).

Men pursuing a short-term

sexual strategy must solve the following adaptive problems:

partner number, identification of sexually accessible
women, identification of fertile women, and minimal

commitment and investment.

Men have a large potential

benefit when engaging in short-term mating by dramatically
increasing their reproductive success.

A married man, for

example, who has two children can increase his reproductive
10

success by 50% with just one extra-marital, short-term
copulation that results in a child (Buss & Schmitt, 1993).
In order to solve these adaptive problems men have

evolved a strong desire for sexual access to a large number
of women, and to reduce the amount of time between possible

partners, a minimum time constraint on getting to know a

potential mate before seeking sexual intercourse.

To

identify fertile women, men will also seek cues to health

and age such as physical appearance (e.g., full lips, clear
skin, clear eyes), observable behavior (e.g., high activity

level) and anecdotal evidence from others regarding a
woman's age and health.

When seeking a short-term mate,

characteristics that signal a desire for long-term
commitment or heavy investment of resources are shunned.

However, in order to solve the pivotal problem of partner
number, men are willing to compromise certain standards

such as physical attractiveness and age when pursuing a

short-term mating strategy (Buss & Schmitt, 1993) .
Even with minimal parental investment and the
possibility of a large increase in reproductive success,

short-term mating does have disadvantages for men.

Men

expose themselves to sexually transmitted diseases, short

term mating can be costly in time, energy and resources,
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and men will miss the opportunity for a cooperative

relationship and division of labor with a long-term partner
(Buss, 1998; Buss & Schmitt, 1993).

Considering these

drawbacks and benefits such as monopolizing a woman's
lifetime reproductive capacity, obtaining a woman with
higher mate value, increased genetic quality of children,

solving the problem of concealed ovulation and increased
paternity certainty, men have many reasons to pursue a

long-term mating strategy.

However, a long-term mating

strategy must solve a different set of problems, mainly:

identifying reproductively valuable women, ensuring

increased probability of paternity, and identifying women

with good parenting skills, and those willing to commit to

a long-term relationship.

Compared with the short-term

context, in addition to seeking young and healthy females

ostensibly possessing high reproductive value, in the long
term mating context men place greater value on
characteristics such as faithfulness and sexual loyalty to

ensure paternity certainty (Buss & Schmitt, 1993).
Women typically do not benefit reproductively as much

as men from short-term mating, and in general pursue short
term sexual strategies less often.

Nonetheless, a short

term mating strategy does provide certain adaptive benefits
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for women such as the indication of long-term mate

prospects, the extraction of immediate resources for
themselves and children, mate insurance should a regular

mate become injured, die, or defect from the relationship,
and genetic benefits through mating with superior men.

However, short-term mating also carries more negative

consequences for women than men.

Women risk damaging their

social reputation and with it their long-term mate value,

contracting sexually transmitted diseases, and an increased
risk of physical and sexual violence (Buss & Schmitt, 1993;

Daly & Wilson, 1988).
For women, a larger proportion of their total mating

effort will be devoted to long-term mating.

Since women

are not typically constrained in their reproductive success

by the number of sexual partners they can gain access to,
they benefit the most from a long-term strategy that

provides resources and protection for her and her children.
Hence, women pursuing a long-term sexual strategy seek to

identify men who have the ability to acquire resources and
who are willing to invest those resources in her children
and in the relationship, and men with good parenting skills
who are willing to commit to a long-term relationship

protecting their children.

In fact, studies show women
13

prefer men who display observable cues to the ability to
garner resources such as ambition, earning capacity and
professional degrees; women also rate negatively men who
are poor, lack ambition and are uneducated (Buss, 1989;

Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Buss & Barnes, 1986; Cramer, Schaefer

& Reid, 1996; Kenrick, Groth, Trost & Sadalla, 1993;
Kenrick & Keefe, 1992, Kenrick, Sadalla, Groth & Trost,
1990; Landlot, Lalumiere & Quinsey, 1995; Sadalla, Kenrick,

& Vershure, 1987; Sprecher, 1989; Townsend, 1989;

Wiederman, 1993; Wiederman & Allgeier, 1992) .

Overall, almost all people pursue a long-term mating
strategy at some point in their lives. All known societies
have some type of formal reproductive alliance between men
and women and 90% of all people marry at some point (Buss &

Schmitt, 1993) .

Humans also stand out among mammals as a

species in which both sexes invest heavily in offspring
(Alexander & Noonan, 1979).

Men as well as women provide

substantial parental investment to their children including
food, shelter, opportunities for learning, and protection

against aggressors (Buss and Schmitt, 1993).

Considering

the importance placed on a long-term commitment for
reproductive success, men and women should be continually
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vigilant regarding threats to such an alliance, and the
possible reduction in their reproductive success.

Infidelity and Jealousy
The condition of having a mate who engaged in sexual

activity outside of a long-term relationship has been
detrimental over evolutionary time, signaling the possible

loss of resources and dissolution of a reproductive
relationship.

Noticing certain cues such as a flirtation

or a sexual act, and labeling the situation as infidelity,
increased the capacity of ancestral humans to detect and

deter challenges to their reproductive relationships.

Sexual jealousy evolved in response to the development of
these "situation detector" mechanisms (Cosmides & Tooby,
2000).

Jealousy is adaptive for both sexes.

According to

the literature, on global measures of jealousy, such as
frequency or intensity, men and women score similarly

(Buunk, Angleitner, Oubaid & Buss, 1996).

However, as

Cosmides and Tooby (2000) point out, evolved mechanisms do
not solely function on the basis of what is most likely to

occur, but rather on the basis of the consequences of the
possible events.

As a result, since the significance of

sexual and emotional infidelity vary for each sex, the
15

sexes can be expected to differ in their jealousy response

depending on the type of infidelity.
According to sexual strategies theory, men's jealousy
will be triggered by cues to sexual infidelity because that

is the act that would have been reproductively most
detrimental to ancestral men. Since conception is internal,
and maternity is 100% certain, only men must worry about
the genetic makeup of their children.

Sexual j ealousy on

the part of men is an adaptation to this problem of

paternity uncertainty and to the loss of sexual activity

with a high value mate.

Hence, men who choose women who

are likely to defect and conceive with another man risk the

loss of extensive parental efforts and material resources,

as well as a severe reproductive cost.

Such women are more

likely to devote their parental efforts toward another
man's children and the man himself risks caring for
offspring with a rival's genes (cuckoldry).

Male sexual

jealousy functions as a deterrent to competitors and to

guard a mate against the possibility of rival insemination

(Buss, Larsen, Westen, & Semmelroth , 1992).
Women's jealousy, in contrast, is focused more on

emotional infidelity as a cue to the potential loss of a
man's resources and continuing commitment.
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An emotional

infidelity on the part of a mate would not reduce a woman's

certainty that she was the mother, however, such an

infidelity could still be extremely costly.

She risks the

loss of a man's time, energy and of commitments channeled
to a rival woman and her children.

For these reasons,

sexual strategies theory predicts that women's jealousy is
triggered by cues to long-term threats to resources and

commitment.

The emotional involvement of a man with

another woman, over time, has been a reliable signal to the
potential loss of the man's investment.

Hence, sexual

strategies theory predicts that cues to emotional

infidelity will trigger a woman's jealousy (Buss et al.,
1992; Buss & Schmitt, 1993).
The predicted sex differences in the cues to jealousy

have accumulated a large body of supporting evidence.

et al.

Buss

(1992) asked subjects to respond to the following:
Imagine that you discover that the person

with whom you have been seriously involved became
interested in someone else.

What would distress

or upset you more, imagining your partner forming

a deep emotional attachment to that person, or

imagining your partner enjoying passionate sexual

intercourse with that other person,
17

(p. 252)

Responding to this "forced-choice" item the majority of men
(60%) picked sexual infidelity as more distressing, whereas

only 17% of the women said that they would be most
distressed by their partner's sexual infidelity.

Women

overwhelmingly (83%), in contrast to men (40%) picked

emotional infidelity as the most distressing.
Since these sex-linked responses to imagined

infidelities are theorized to be species-typical

characteristics, they should be present in all humans,
independent of culture or race.

just that.

Empirical studies show

These sex differences have been found in

different cultures that vary greatly in their attitudes
regarding emotional and sexual behavior such as Chile and

Spain (Fernandez, Sierra, Zubeidat & Vera-Villarroel,
2006), Germany and the Netherlands (Buunk et al., 1996),
China (Geary, Rumsey, Bow-Thomas & Hoard, 1995), Japan and

Korea (Buss, Shackelford, Kirkpatrick, Choe, Lim, Hasegawa,
Hasegawa, & Bennet, 1999) and Sweden (Wiederman & Kendall,

1999).

The German and Dutch samples provide especially

convincing evidence for an evolutionary perspective because
of their particularly liberal attitudes regarding
sexuality.

Compared to American culture, these European
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cultures emphasize greater sexual equality and hold more

positive opinions of extramarital sex.

As an example, over

75% of the U.S. population disapproves of extramarital sex,

where-as in the Netherlands the comparable percentage is

less than 45%.

The fact that the predicted sex differences

(albeit smaller) still emerged in these cultures provides

strong support for an evolutionary psychological hypothesis
(Buunk et al., 1996).

Sex differences have also been

confirmed in different races within a culture.

African

Americans in the United States, who generally hold more
egalitarian values than their Caucasian counterparts, also

respond in the predicted sex-specific manner (Abraham,
Cramer, Fernandez & Mahler, 2001).

Further support comes form studies on the causes of
divorce and inter-sex violence.

In an extensive cross-

cultural study of conjugal dissolution, Betzig (1989) found
that the most frequently cited cause for divorce worldwide
was sexual infidelity.

Furthermore, infidelity on the part

of the woman was far more likely to lead to divorce than

vice versa.

According to Betzig, the causes of divorce are

predictable, and most often related to the failure of one
of the partners to provide sex-linked reproductive
resources.

As an example, other frequently cited grounds
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for divorce included the failure of a man to provide

resources to the woman and their children, old age (hence
low reproductive value) on the part of the woman,

infertility on the part of the woman, and sexual refusal by
the woman (Betzig, 1989).

Male sexual jealousy is also

reported to be the major cause of spousal abuse and spousal
homicide worldwide (Daly & Wilson, 1988).

Schutzwohl and Koch (2004) found that men were also
better able to recall cues signaling their mates' sexual
infidelity, whereas women were better able to recall cues

signaling their mates' emotional infidelity.

These results

suggest that men and women systematically differ in the
cognitive processing of cues to infidelity.

Specifically,

the male jealousy mechanism more efficiently processes cues
signaling a mate's sexual infidelity and a woman's jealousy

mechanism more efficiently processes cues signaling a

mate's emotional infidelity.

Schutzwohl (2005) reported

sex differences at various stages of information

processing, beyond merely in self-report responses using a

forced choice format.

More specifically, men and women

were presented with cues signaling either a mate's sexual

or emotional infidelity.

These cues were ranked from the

lowest to the highest in terms of diagnostic value of each
20

cue for their respective infidelity type (See Shackelford &

Buss, 1997 for original source of cues).

The participants

were asked to indicate two different jealousy thresholds

elicited by these cues.

They were asked to identify the

cue to infidelity where they first felt jealousy (first

threshold) and then the cue eliciting intolerable jealousy
(second threshold).

Although men and women did not differ on the number of
cues needed to reach the first threshold, they

significantly differed in the number of cues required to
reach the threshold where their feelings became

intolerable.

Both men and women needed to process fewer

additional cues to reach the second threshold for the

adaptively primary infidelity type (i.e., female sexual and

male emotional infidelity).

More specifically, men

required fewer sexual infidelity cues than did women to
reach the point where their feelings became intolerable,

conversely, women required fewer emotional infidelity cues
than did men to reach the point where their feelings of

jealousy became intolerable. The researchers also found

that decisions in favor of the evolutionary primary
infidelity type were made significantly faster than
decisions in favor of the adaptively secondary infidelity
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type (i.e. female emotional and male sexual infidelity).
The sex differences in processing of cues in accordance

with the adaptively primary infidelity type supports the
model of sexual jealousy as an evolved psychological

mechanism (Schutzwohl, 2005; Schutzwohl & Koch, 2004).

Challenges to an Evolutionary Perspective

Several post-hoc explanations have been proposed to
challenge an evolutionary perspective of sexual jealousy.
DeSteno and Salovey (1996);

(See also Harris &

Christenfeld, 1996) proposed that the sex differences were
due to a procedural artifact of the forced-choice method
and due to different learned beliefs about the conditional

probabilities of sexual and emotional infidelity.

Furthermore, because love and sex are not independent the
forced-choice format is not an appropriate test of evolved

sex-linked jealousy mechanisms the critics argued. The
"double-shot hypothesis" proposes that men have learned
that sexual infidelity implies emotional infidelity more

than vice versa, and that women have learned that emotional

infidelity implies sexual infidelity more than vice versa
(DeSteno & Salovey, 1996).

Therefore, men are distressed

by sexual infidelity because it implies emotional
22

infidelity is also taking place, and women are distressed

by emotional infidelity because it implies sexual
infidelity is also taking place. However, this hypothesis
has been challenged empirically when presenting the two

types of infidelities in different response formats.
For example, presenting the infidelities in a mutually

exclusive format where participants are asked to imagine
that a partner has either formed a deep emotional

attachment to someone else but not had sex or had a sexual

relationship but no emotional attachment, men are more
distressed by the sexual relationship and women by the

emotional attachment.

Similarly, in a combined format

where participants are asked to imagine that both forms of

infidelity have co-occurred and asking them which aspect
was more upsetting, men are more upset by the sexual

component than are women and women are more upset by the
emotional component than are men.

These results cannot be

explained by the double shot hypothesis.

The need for men

and women to make learned inferences about the co

occurrence of each infidelity is eliminated by describing
the emotional and sexual infidelities as mutually exclusive

or combined.

Therefore, the sex differences in jealousy

are not merely an artifact of the forced-choice format and
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are, in fact, consistent with an evolutionary perspective
(Buss, et al., 199 6; Buss et al., 1999; Cramer, Abraham,

Johnson &. Manning-Ryan, 2 001; Cramer, Manning-Ryan, Johnson
& Barbo, 2000) .
An additional alternative account proposes that the

observed sex differences in distress to infidelity emerge
because men and women are asked to process expectation

violations (Cramer Lipinski, Meteer, & Houska, 2008).

Men

expect women to form an emotional attachment to a rival,
not a sexual relationship.

Therefore, the processing of

the violation of expectation, sexual infidelity on the part

of the woman, causes more distress in men.

For women, the

processing of emotional infidelity on the part of the man
constitutes a violation of expectations.

Men are expected

to act sexually with a rival woman, and therefore

processing emotional infidelity information is more

distressing to women.

However, this alternative

explanation was not empirically supported.

In fact,

consistent with an evolutionary hypothesis, the sex of the

participant was found to be the only significant predictor
of the difference in distress to emotional and sexual
infidelity presented in forced-choice, mutually exclusive
and combined formats (Cramer et al., 2008) .
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At the present time, no explanation has been put forth

that explains the sex differences in distress to emotional
and sexual infidelity as parsimoniously or as completely as

an evolutionary account.

An evolutionary perspective has

collected a wealth of empirical evidence and has unrivaled

predictive power (Buss et al., 1996, Buss et al., 1992;
Buss et al., 1999).

Consequently, the best explanation of

sex differences in response to infidelity is that human

ancestors faced sex-differentiated adaptive problems over
time and as a consequence, developed sex-specific,

automatic decision algorithms, or evolved mechanisms, that
heighten sensitivity to cues of sexual or emotional

infidelity (Cosmides & Tooby, 2000) .

The present research

endeavors to extend an evolutionary account of jealousy to

procedures other than self-report and to other social

processes such as cognitive dissonance.

Cognitive Dissonance
Theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957)
maintains that whenever an individual holds two cognitions

(e.g., ideas, attitudes, beliefs, opinions) that are
inconsistent with one another, a state of tension occurs.
In every day life, choosing between alternatives creates
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dissonance because the chosen alternative is never perfect
and the rejected alternative often has desirable qualities.

Because cognitive dissonance is assumed to be unpleasant,
people are motivated to reduce the "tension."

Festinger

(1957) postulated that by changing one's evaluations,
beliefs, or implications, a person can both reduce the
number or importance of dissonant relations or increase the
number or importance of consonant relations, and thereby

reduce dissonance (Festinger, 1957).

Since the basis of cognitive dissonance is a person's

awareness of the negative attributes of the chosen

alternative and positive features of the un-chosen
alternative, dissonance theory predicts that any decision
will cause increased attractiveness of the chosen

alternative and decreased attractiveness of the rejected
alternatives.

In the process of justifying one's decision,

a person will examine the dissonant relations of the

possible alternative choices and will come to exaggerate
the positive and minimize the negative implications of

their decision.

The effect will be a relative increase in

the subjective value of the chosen alternative (Festinger,

1964).

For example, a person may have to choose between an

apple and ice cream for dessert.
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They may pick the apple,

even though they love ice cream, and attempt to reconcile
their attitude with their choice behavior.

They may reason

that fresh fruit is so much better for their health and ice
cream is so fattening, and that they really did not want to
eat the ice cream anyway.

This type of dissonance reducing

phenomenon has been demonstrated using a variety of

paradigms (for a review, see Aronson, 1992; 1999 pp. 181-

251), with the induced-compliance paradigm (Festinger &
Carlsmith, 1959) and the free-choice paradigm (Brehm, 1956)
being the most common.

In their classic induced-compliance experiment

Festinger and Carlsmith (1959) asked participants to engage

in an extremely boring task (e.g., turning knobs and
packing spools in a tray) for an hour.

The participants

were subsequently asked to tell a waiting participant
(actually a confederate) that the task was interesting and

exciting.

Some participants were paid $20 (high

justification) and some $1 (low justification) for "lying"
about the nature of the task.

Participants were eventually

asked to rate how enjoyable they thought the task was.

The

participants who were paid $20 rated the activity as boring
relative to controls.

However, the participants paid $1

rated the task as enjoyable, again relative to controls.
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Participants who received abundant external justification
for lying did not change their beliefs about the task,

whereas those who lied in the absence of a justifying
external reward (receiving only $1) shifted their attitudes

in the direction of believing that what they said was true,
the tasking was interesting and exciting.

Festinger and

Carlsmith (1959) conjectured that in the low external

justification group participants experienced cognitive
dissonance due to the inconsistency between their original

attitude (the task was boring) and their behavior (saying
the task was interesting) , and therefore changed their

attitude to reduce the dissonance.

In the high external

justification, however, participants experienced little
dissonance because receiving $20 justified their behavior,
making it unnecessary to change their original attitude

regarding the task.
Brehm's (1956) free-choice experiment focused on post
decision changes in the evaluation of alternatives. A free-

choice procedure will be used in the proposed research.

In

Brehm's original experiment, women were shown eight
different household appliances (e.g., toaster, coffee

maker) and asked to rate the items in terms of
attractiveness.

The women were told that as a reward they
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will be able to take one of the appliances home as a gift.

Participants were then asked to choose between two

appliances that they had ranked equally, with the chosen
item presented to the participant.

After receiving the

chosen appliance the participant was then asked to re-rate
all of the items.

Brehm found that after making the

selection participants rated the attractiveness of the
selected appliance higher than they had before.

In

addition, participants decreased the rating of the

"equally-attractive" rejected appliance.

He attributed the

women's change in attitude to the tension (arousal) created
by making a decision that did not follow logically from
their original equal ratings.

This psychological

discomfort results from the discrepancy between the
original attitude and the counter-attitudinal behavior.

The women were then motivated to alter their attitudes

toward the chosen and rejected items to conform with their

choice behavior (Brehm, 1956).

Gerard and White (1983) used a modified version of

Brehm's (1956) free-choice paradigm to evaluate post
decision attitude change.

The researchers asked

participants to evaluate and rank a series of art prints.
The participants were then given a choice of two pairs of
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prints, with each pair containing one high and one lowranked painting, and asked which prints they would like for

their home.

After making their choice the participants

were asked to re-rate and re-rank all prints.

As expected,

the chosen, previously disliked print made a substantial

jump in the rankings, and the rejected, previously liked
print was downgraded. More recently, a similar procedure

was used by Lieberman, Ochsner, Gilbert and Schacter (2001)
who presented participants with art prints that they were

asked to rank according to their preference.

As in Gerard

and White's (1983) original experiment, the participants
were subsequently asked to pick a pair of prints they would

like to hang in their home and then to re-rank all prints.

Confirming Gerard and White's (1983) findings, the

participants in this study also showed predictable attitude
change regarding the rejected-liked and chosen-disiiked
paintings.

The present research aims to use a modified

version of this free-choice design utilized by Gerard and

White (1983) and Lieberman et al.

(2001) to investigate

sex-specific attitude change in jealousy information

processing.
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Research Goals

Shackelford and Buss (1997) asked men and women to
list acts they thought were indicators that a romantic

partner was involved with another person outside of a
primary relationship.

Participants generated a list of 170

acts that were subsequently ranked in terms of their
diagnosticity of either sexual or emotional infidelity.

A

final list of unique cues included 27 acts that were
identified as more predictive of sexual infidelity and 28

acts that were identified as more indicative of emotional
infidelity.

Schutzwohl (2005) adapted the sets of cues

from Shackelford and Buss (1997) to assess men and women's
thresholds to jealousy.

In order to present the cues in

ascending order Schutzwohl carried out a preliminary study

to establish the relative ranking of each cue in its
respective infidelity type.

That is, is a specific cue or

act a good or a poor indicator of a partner being

emotionally or sexually unfaithful?

Each of the 27 cues to

sexual infidelity and the 28 cues to emotional infidelity
were rated by participants on a 9-point scale ranging from

1=(emotional infidelity (or sexual infidelity) not at all
likely) to 5=(emotional infidelity (or sexual infidelity)
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moderately likely) to 9=(emotional infidelity (or sexual

infidelity) extremely likely).
This study assumed that men and women would, respond

differently to cues indicating a romantic partner's sexual
and emotional infidelity in a free-choice dissonance

paradigm.

Following the procedure outlined by Gerard and

White (1983) and Lieberman et al.

(2001) men and women were

presented cards printed with cues signaling either a mate's
sexual (e.g. He suddenly has difficulty remaining sexually
aroused when he and you want to have sex.) or emotional

infidelity (e.g. He does not respond anymore when you tell
him that you love him.).

Participants ranked, from lowest

to highest, the acts in terms of their diagnostic value for
their respective infidelity type.

The participants were

then presented with pairs of cues (one high-ranked and one

low-ranked cue in each pair), and asked to choose which
pair they would choose to confront their partner with a
charge of infidelity.

Consistent with cognitive dissonance

theory, after choosing a pair of cues with which to

confront a partner, participants were expected to elevate

the ranking of the chosen cues and reduce the ranking of
the rejected cues when asked to re-rank all of the cues.
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Hypotheses
Consistent with an evolutionary perspective on sexual

jealousy (Buss et al., 1992; Buss & Schmitt, 1993) sex

effects in cognitive dissonance reduction were predicted.
1. Choosing between alternatives describing sexual
infidelity will elicit more cognitive dissonance and

cause greater motivation to alleviate this negative

affect in men than in women.

Due to the sex-dependent

differential processing of cues to infidelity

(Schutzwohl, 2005), men were predicted to show a

larger elevation in the ranking of the chosen cues to

sexual infidelity and a greater downward ranking of
the rejected cues to sexual infidelity than would

women.

2. Women in contrast would show greater cognitive
dissonance in response to choosing emotional
infidelity cues, and accordingly greater motivation to

reduce the negative feelings of dissonance than will
men.

Women, therefore, were predicted to show a

greater elevation in the ranking of the chosen cues to
emotional infidelity and a greater downward ranking of
the rejected cues to emotional infidelity than men.
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3. a) Consistent with Schutzwohl and Koch (2004) men
would be better able to recall cues to sexual

infidelity presented in the course of the experiment

than women.

b) The opposite was predicted for women; they would be
better able to recall cues to emotional infidelity

than men.

4. a) Men would be better able than women to identify
which sexual infidelity cues they had chosen to use or
to reject when confronting a romantic partner about

infidelity.
b) Women would be able to recall with greater accuracy
than men which emotional infidelity cues they had

chosen to use or to reject when confronting a romantic
partner about infidelity.

By observing these predicted sex differences in

dissonance reduction this research endeavored to provide
additional support for an evolved sexually dimorphic

jealousy mechanism, and therefore, additional support for
the general premise that evolved psychological mechanisms

underlie human social behavior.

The present study

utilized well-established procedures to investigate sex
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specific effects in dissonance reduction that can be best

explained by evolutionary principles.

Psychology has

long suffered' from a disconnect from other natural

sciences (Cosmides et al., 1992), the present research
aimed to demonstrate the applicability of evolutionary

principles to established theories in psychology, and the
possibility of validating such theories by evaluating

their compatibility with natural science.
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CHAPTER TWO
METHOD

Description of Materials and Procedure

Participants
A total of 100 CSUSB students participated in this

study.

Out of the 48 males, one participant's data was not

included because they failed to correctly follow the
procedure.

Three additional participants were excluded

based on reporting sexual orientation as bisexual (N=2),
homosexual (N=l), and questioning (N=l).

The resulting

final N = 96 participants included 45 males, mean age of

23.5 years (SD=6.7) and 51 females with a mean age of
26(SD=6.2) years.

The participants were primarily

Caucasian (30%) and Hispanic (43%) with smaller percentages

reporting their ethnicity as Black (12%), Asian (8%) and
Other (7%).

Most reported being single but in a serious

relationship (46%), with 35% reporting to be single, 17%

married and the remaining 2% divorced.

Surprisingly, 43%

of participants reported having had one or more experience

with infidelity.
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Materials
Shackelford and Buss'

(1997) cues signaling a mate's

potential sexual or emotional infidelity were used.

They

reported 27 cues to sexual infidelity (e.g. She suddenly

tries new and unusual positions when her and you have sex.)

and 28 cues to emotional infidelity (e.g. She does not say

"I love you" to you as often as she used to.).

These cues

were ranked for diagnosticity of a partner's cheating in a
pilot study using CSUSB men and women (N=129).

Since only

16 cues were required for the present study, the first six
and the last six of each set (i.e., the most extreme cues)

were eliminated from the piloted test set. In the case of
emotional infidelity one additional cue was eliminated at

random (see Appendix A for cues to sexual infidelity and

Appendix B for cues to emotional infidelity).

Procedure

When subjects arrived at the laboratory they were

instructed to sit in the foyer and asked to read and sign
the informed consent, and to complete a demographic

information sheet. After completing these tasks,
participants were asked to join the experimenter in the

laboratory and to have a seat at a desk where they were
given further instructions.
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Phase 1.

After taking a seat at a desk participants

were informed that they would be completing a series of
tasks about their opinions on romantic relationships.

In

Phase 1, they were asked to rank sets of cards in order of
diagnosticity of infidelity.

Two sets of cards, one

describing emotional and the other describing sexual

infidelity acts, were used.

Each set consisted of 15

laminated 8.9 cm x 12.7 cm cards printed with one cue to
sexual or emotional infidelity. The order of the critical
set of infidelity cards was counterbalanced across

participants, with the second set always being the critical

Participants were asked to rank each set of cards on

set.

a sorting board from the least to most diagnostic of a
romantic partner's emotional/sexual infidelity.

After

ranking the two sets of cards participants were given a
City Generation filler task which required participants to
recall and write down names of cities when given only the

first letter. After three minutes Phase 2 of the study

began.
Phase 2.

In Phase 2 participants were asked which

pair of cues they would be most likely to use to confront
their partner about infidelity.

They were presented with

two pairs of cues selected from the critical set ranked in
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Phase 1 and six pairs of novel cues.

The novel pairs were

chosen from the remaining pilot-study cues not used in
Phase 1.

The critical set pairs were the participant's 4th

and 10th ranked and the 6th and 12th ranked cues from Phase

1.

From among the eight pairs of cues, two pairs of cues

at a time were placed on the table in front of the
participant.

One pair was placed on the right side and one

on the left.

This procedure was repeated for each of the

eight pairs with the third set of pairs containing the
critical set -pairs.

Participants were asked to choose the

one pair of cues from each set of pairs they would use to

confront a partner about infidelity.

At the conclusion of

this task participants completed a variation of the City

Generation Task used in Phase 1.

Phase 3 would begin after

3 minutes.

Phase 3.

The participants were asked to re-rank the

cards used in Phase 1.

Participants were given special

instructions indicating that they need not remember the way
the cues to infidelity were previously ranked; preferences
could change over time. Rather, they should rank the cues

based on the way they feel "right now." The critical set
was again presented second.
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Phase 4.
3.

Phase 4 would begin immediately after Phase

The participants were shown all 15 cues from the

critical set and asked to identify the four cues they had
seen in Phase 2. Recall that in Phase 2 the 4th, 6th, 10th
and 12th ranked acts had appeared.

In addition, the

participants were asked to indicate from among the cues
correctly identified whether a cue was chosen or rejected

to confront a partner about infidelity.
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CHAPTER THREE
RESULTS

Presentation of Findings
Hypothesis 1 and 2

Data Treatment.

The analyses followed procedures

described by Lieberman et al.

(2001).

To test Hypothesis 1

and 2, difference scores were calculated by subtracting the

second ranking given to each infidelity cue in Phase 3 from
the initial ranking given the cue in Phase 1.

These

difference scores were used to determine the spread (i.e.
the increase in rank for the chosen pair of infidelity cues
minus the decrease in rank for the rejected pair).

For

example, in Phase 2 participants were presented with the
two pairs of infidelity cues from the critical set ranked

in Phase 1 as the 4th and 10th, and 6th and 12th, and were
asked to choose one of the pairs to confront their partner

regarding the partner's infidelity.

After choosing the

pair containing the 4th and 10th ranked cues, for example, if.

in Phase 3 the same participant re-ranks the 4th cue now as

2nd, the 10th cue now as 9

+* Vi

and the 6th cue as 8th, and 12th

cue as 13th, the difference scores are 2 and 1 for the

chosen pair, and -2 and -1 for the rej ected pair.
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In this

case the mean difference score for the chosen cues will
1.5 (Mean Chosen) and for the rejected cues -1.5 (Mean

Rejected); the spread for this participant will = 3
(Spread).

Data Screening.

The variables Mean Chosen, Mean Rejected

and Spread were examined using SPSS for missing values,

outliers and fit between their distributions and the
There were no missing values for

assumptions of normality.

any of these variables due to the nature of data collection
and treatment in this study.

Cases were considered

univariate outliers if they had z-scores equal to or
greater than 3.3, p < .001.

No outliers were identified in

this data set for any of the variables used in subsequent
analysis.

Based on measures of kurtosis and skewness all

variables were found to have distributions that did not
significantly deviate from the assumptions of normality.
Hypotheses 1 and 2.

Men were predicted to evidence

more attitude change than women when sexual cues were

evaluated, and therefore to have a greater spread between
chosen and rejected cues in the sexual infidelity
condition.

Women on the other hand were predicted to show

greater attitude change than men in the case of emotional

infidelity, and to have a greater spread in scores when
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emotional cues were tested.

Independent samples t-tests

were used to compare mean spread scores between men and

women for the sexual infidelity cues (Hypothesis 1) and for
the emotional infidelity cues (Hypothesis 2).

For the sexual infidelity cues, the results were in
the direction opposite of those predicted by Hypothesis 1.

Women had a mean spread = .56 (SD = 3.2) and men had a mean
spread = .54 (SD = 2.86).

This difference was not

statistically significant,

t(47) = -1.27, p = .21.

For the

emotional infidelity cues, women had a mean spread = .94
(SD = 3.26) and men had a mean spread = 1.12 (SD = 4.07) .

This difference was in the opposite direction of Hypothesis
2, and was not statistically significant, t(45) = .166, p

.869 .

Testing Hypothesis 1 and 2 followed the Lieberman et
al (2001) strategy of evaluating the mean spread of the

chosen and rejected ranked pairs. To evaluate the
hypotheses further it was decided to simplify the analysis

by comparing only the ranking and re-ranking of the chosen

cues for both the sexual infidelity and emotional
infidelity conditions (Mean Chosen).

It was expected that

men would have a higher mean ranking of chosen cues than

women in the sexual condition and that women would have an
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overall higher mean ranking than men of the chosen cues in
the emotional condition.

These post hoc expectations,

however, were not empirically supported. The differences
between the initial ranking and the re-ranking of the

chosen infidelity cues were less than 1.00 for both men and
women.

In the sexual infidelity condition, women had a

mean difference in the rankings = .36 (SD = 2.08) for the
chosen cues and men had a mean difference = -.50 (SD =
2.10), t(47) = -1.44, p = .157.

In the emotional

infidelity condition women had a mean difference in the
rankings for the chosen cues = .44 (SD = 1.98) and for the
men mean difference = .10 (SD = 2.34), t(45) = -.551, p =

.584.
It was also expected that men would show a greater

reduction than women in the rejected cues in the sexual
infidelity condition and that women would reduce the

ranking of the rejected cues to a greater degree than men

in the emotional infidelity condition.

However, these post

hoc expectations were not statistically supported.

In the

sexual infidelity condition the mean differences were not

statistically significant, with the women's mean difference
in the ranking of rejected cues = -.20 (SD=2.09) and men's

mean difference = .042 (SD = 1.82), t(47) = .432, p = .668.
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In the emotional infidelity condition, women had a mean

difference in the rankings = -.5 (SD = 2.20) for the

rejected cues and men had a mean difference = -1.02 (SD =

2.70), t(45) = -.734, p = .467.

Hypothesis 3a, 3b and 4a, 4b
Data Treatment.

Men were predicted to be better than

women at recalling cues to sexual infidelity, and
conversely women were predicted to be better than men at
recalling cues to emotional infidelity.

In Phase 4

participants were shown all 15 infidelity cues from the
critical set and asked to identify the four cues they had
previously seen in Phase 2 (the 4th and 10th, and 6th and 12th

ranked cues).

The number of critical cues correctly

recalled was recorded for all participants (Recall).

Independent samples t-tests were used to compare the mean

number of cues recalled by men and women in the sexual

infidelity and emotional infidelity conditions.
In addition, in Phase 4 participants were asked to
categorize only the correctly identified cues as either
chosen or rejected in Phase 2.

Men were predicted to be

more accurate than women in identifying which sexual
infidelity cues they had chosen to use or had rejected

using when confronting a romantic partner about infidelity.
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In contrast, it was predicted that women would recall with
greater accuracy than men which emotional infidelity cues

they had chosen to use or had rejected when confronting a
romantic partner about infidelity.

The number of correctly

categorized cues was recorded for all participants
(Correct).

Independent samples t-tests were conducted to

compare the mean number of cues correctly identified by men
and women in the sexual infidelity and emotional infidelity

conditions.

Data Screening.

The variables Recall and Correct were

examined using SPSS for missing values, outliers and fit

between their distributions and the assumptions of

normality.

There were no missing values for these

variables due to the nature of data collection and
treatment.

However, many participants failed to correctly

identify any of the infidelity cues.

Cases were considered

univariate outliers if they had z-scores equal to or
greater than 3.3, p < .001.

No outliers were identified in

this data set for any of the variables used in subsequent
analyses.

Based on measures of skewness and kurtosis all

variables were found to have distributions that did not

significantly deviate from the assumptions of normality.
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Hypotheses 3a, 3b and 4a, 4b.

Hypothesis 3a

predicted that in the sexual infidelity condition men would
correctly recognize more critical pairs than would women.

However, on average women correctly identified 1.00 cues
(SD = 1.08) and men correctly identified .96 cues (SD =
.999).

This difference was in the opposite direction of

Hypothesis 3a, and was not statistically significant,
= -.140, p ~ .889.

t(47)

It was also predicted that in the

emotional infidelity condition women would correctly

identify more cues as critical pairs than would men
(Hypothesis 3b).

In the emotional infidelity condition,

women on average correctly identified 1.19 cues (SD = .895)

and men correctly identified 1.10 cues (SD = .889).
Although in the predicted direction, this difference was
unfortunately not statistically significant, t(45)= -.371,

p = .713.
Hypothesis 4a predicted that men would correctly
identify more cues than would women as chosen or rejected
in the sexual infidelity condition.

In the sexual

infidelity condition women correctly classified on average
.52 cues (SD = .653), and men correctly classified .54 cues
(SD = .833) .

This difference was in the predicted

direction but failed to reach statistical significance,
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t(47) = .102, p = .92.

Hypothesis 4b predicted that women

would correctly identify more cues than would men in the

emotional infidelity condition as ones they had chosen or

rejected in Phase 2.

In the emotional infidelity condition

women on average correctly classified .92 cues (SD ~ .89),
and men correctly classified .57 cues (SD = .811) .

Again,

while this result was in the predicted direction, the

difference was not statistically significant, t(45) = -1.4,
P = .168.
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

Review of the Results
The discussion is organized around first a review of
the results and then a thorough examination of the

findings. In addition, the discussion will focus on the

social psychological implications of the results and their
implications for future research.

Hypothesis 1
Asking participants to choose between cues or actions

possibly signaling a romantic partner's sexual infidelity
was expected to elicit more cognitive dissonance in men

than in women to alleviate this negative affect.

That is,

men were predicted to show a greater elevation than women
in the ranking of the cues to sexual infidelity chosen to

confront a partner and a greater downward ranking of the

rejected cues. Consequently, men were expected to have a
greater spread than women between chosen and rejected cues
to sexual infidelity

Unfortunately, no evidence

supporting this prediction was found.

The results, in

fact, were in the opposite direction, with women having a
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greater spread then men between the chosen and rejected

cues signaling sexual infidelity.
Hypothesis 2
Women were predicted to show greater cognitive

dissonance than men in response to choosing emotional
infidelity cues. Women, therefore, were expected to elevate
the rankings of the chosen cues and to lower the rankings

of the rejected cues to emotional infidelity more so than
men.

This hypothesis was, however, not empirically

supported.

The results were in the opposite direction of

those predicted.

In the emotional infidelity condition men

evidenced a larger spread between the chosen and the
rejected cues than did women.
Hypothesis 3a and 3b
Hypothesis 3a predicted that men would be better able
than women to recall cues to sexual infidelity used as
critical pairs, regardless of whether a pair was chosen or

rejected to confront a romantic partner about
unfaithfulness. In short, men were expected to recall

better than women specific cues to sexual infidelity.

It

was also predicted (Hypothesis 3b) that men would be better

able than women to identify which specific sexual
infidelity cues were either chosen or rejected when
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confronting a romantic partner with evidence of infidelity.
The results, however, were in the opposite direction of

Hypothesis 3a and 3b.

Although the difference was not

statistically significant, men recalled fewer sexual

infidelity cues than did women. Albeit not significant, men
also correctly classified fewer specific sexual infidelity

cues than did women as either chosen or rejected.
Hypothesis 4a and 4b

Hypothesis 4a predicted that women would be better
able than men to recall cues to emotional infidelity used

as critical pairs, again regardless of whether a pair was

chosen or rejected. Women were also predicted to recall

with greater accuracy than men, which specific emotional
infidelity cues they had chosen or rejected when
confronting a romantic partner about infidelity (Hypothesis

4b).

Women recalled more cues than men used as critical

pairs in the emotional infidelity condition (Hypothesis

4a); this difference, however, was not statistically

significant. Women also correctly classified more cues than
men as the ones they had chosen to use or to reject when

confronting a partner regarding possible infidelity. Again,

the difference was not statistically significant.
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Examination of the Findings
According to sexual strategies theory (Buss & Schmitt,
1993) sexual infidelity has more acute consequences for men

than for women, and emotional infidelity has more acute
consequences for women than for men. Sexual infidelity is

particularly threatening to male reproductive interests
because of the uncertainty about paternity and the
possibility of taking care of unrelated offspring. Female

reproductive interests are, in theory, threatened by

emotional infidelity because of the possible loss of needed
recourses to take care of her and her offspring. In the
present research it was expected that as a result of sex

differences in cognitively processing cues to emotional and
sexual' infidelity men and women would respond differently

to hypothetical situations representing each type of

infidelity.
Given that the basis of cognitive dissonance is a

person7 s awareness of the negative attributes of the chosen

alternative and positive features of the un-chosen
alternative (Festinger, 1964), it was predicted that any

choice would cause increased attractiveness of the chosen

alternatives and decreased attractiveness of the rejected
alternatives. In the present study, the effect of cognitive
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dissonance was measured through the elevation in ranking of

chosen cues to infidelity and the decrease in ranking of
rejected cues to infidelity. More specifically, it was

predicted that when asked to choose or to reject cues
possibly signaling a romantic partner's sexual infidelity
men more so than women will experience cognitive dissonance
and be motivated to alleviate this negative affect. Since

emotional infidelity is, in theory, more reproductively

threatening to women than to men, women were predicted to
experience greater cognitive dissonance than men when

required to choose or to reject cues signaling a partner's
emotional infidelity.
These hypotheses were linked to previous findings from

Schutzwohl's laboratory showing that men and women
cognitively process emotional and sexual infidelity

information differently. In theory, men and women have
evolved divergent cognitive mechanisms, at least in terms

of the type of information to which they are sensitive
(e.g. Buss & Schmitt, 1993; Schutzwohl & Koch, 2004).

Schutzwohl and Koch (2004), for example, found that men
recalled more sexual infidelity information than did women
one week after first being exposed to the information. In

contrast, women were able to recall more emotional
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infidelity information than were men. These results suggest

that men and women systematically differ in the cognitive
processing of cues to infidelity.

Specifically, the male

jealousy mechanism is more sensitive to, and therefore more
efficiently processes, cues signaling a mate's sexual

infidelity. In contrast, the female jealousy mechanism is
more sensitive to, and therefore more efficiently
processes, cues signaling a mate's emotional infidelity.

Unfortunately, the predictions based upon this logic
were not empirically supported by this study. In fact, the

results were opposite of those predicted by Hypotheses 1,
2, 3a, and non-significant in the case of Hypotheses 4a and
4b. In the sexual infidelity condition, men did not elevate
the ranking of the chosen cues, which in theory are more

"attractive," more so than women. And men did not reduce to
a greater degree than women the ranking of the rejected

cues, which in theory are "less attractive." Women, in
fact, evidenced a greater spread between chosen cues and

rejected cues than men. Also counter to predictions, in the

emotional infidelity condition men exhibited a greater
spread between chosen and rejected cues than women. Women

were, in fact, expected to elevate the ranking of the
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chosen cues and reduce the ranking of the rejected cues to
a greater extent than men.

Hypothesis 3a and 3b were directly adapted from
previous research by Schutzwohl and Koch (2004) showing

sexual differences in recall of infidelity information.

It

was therefore surprising that these hypotheses were not

confirmed. For sexual infidelity the results were in the

opposite direction of those predicted. Men recalled fewer
sexual infidelity cues than women, and although women were

able to recall more emotional infidelity cues than men, =

these results were not significant. Analogous to Schutzwohl
and Koch (2004) it was further predicted that men would be

more able than women to identify which sexual acts they had
chosen to use or not use when confronting a partner

regarding their infidelity. Women were expected to recall
better than men which emotional acts they had chosen or not

chosen (Hypothesis 4a and 4b). Counter to the expected
outcome, men were able to correctly classify fewer sexual
infidelity cues as chosen or rejected than women. Although
the results were in the predicted direction for the

emotional infidelity cues chosen or rejected the sex
differences were not statistically significant.
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Although the lack of sex differences in recall in this
study was surprising, the generally low recall rate was

not. Consistent with Lieberman et al.

(2001), few

participants correctly identified any critical cues, and
consequently even fewer participants were able to correctly
classify the cues as chosen or rejected. However, Lieberman

et al.

(2001) were able to demonstrate that explicit memory

was not involved in cognitive dissonance.

In that study

participants with amnesia were still able to demonstrate
cognitive dissonance effects between chosen and rejected

visual stimuli. Further, participants with normal memory
were not significantly better able to recall information in
the study than participants with amnesia. Those results

suggest that the lack of recall in the present study was
not a contributing factor in the unexpected findings.

Considering the strong theoretical basis of the
hypotheses a potential explanation of these results would

be that the procedure and materials used in this study were

inappropriate. However, there were no pre-experiment

indicators that participants would have difficulty
processing the cues to infidelity and completing the

ranking tasks. The cues were originally developed by
Shackelford and Buss (1997) based on information obtained
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from college students in the United States, and were
subsequently used by other researchers. Schutzwohl (2005)

adapted the set of cues to a German population and did not
report a significant difference in the ranking of the cues'

diagnosticity of infidelity or any difficulties with their
use in his cognitive processing experiments.

In several studies no evidence was reported suggesting
that men and women had difficulty processing the emotional
and sexual infidelity information they were asked to

manipulate (Schutzwohl & Koch, 2004; Schutzwohl, 2005). The

exact cues used by Schutzwohl (2005) were used in the

present thesis. Moreover, a pilot study at California State
University, San Bernardino (N = 127) utilized the same set
of cues in a ranking task without complications or any
indications from the participants that the cues were

difficult to understand and process. Participants in this
thesis did not indicate at any time during the multi-phase
procedure difficulty in comprehending the instructions, in

completing the ranking tasks or in understanding the
infidelity cues.

However, a possible explanation for not finding the

expected cognitive dissonance effects in this study is the
use of complex verbal/cognitive stimuli
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(infidelity cues)

versus mostly visual and generally innocuous stimuli in
other studies (i.e. paintings or toasters). Asking

participants to consider each possible indicator of

infidelity in a relationship context involves much more

cognitive processing than tasks used in most other
cognitive dissonance experiments. Other studies generally

have asked participants to rank, just in terms of personal
preference, objects of similar value and of little personal

or emotional consequence. For example, most undergraduate
participants would not have a priori knowledge of or

beliefs about European impressionist paintings or
Aboriginal works of art (Lieberman et al., 2001).
Additionally, the cues used in this study had an inherent
ranking whereas the stimuli generally used in other

experiments did not. This intrinsic ranking was expected to

potentially amplify the effects of cognitive dissonance,
but may have actually affected the results in an

unanticipated way. Perhaps, a lack of dissonance effects
would have been observed in previous research had the
participants been knowledgeable and/or experts in European
impressionist art.
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Implications and Directions for Future Research

Although potential problems may have existed with the

procedure and materials used, there are no clear indicators
that the design of this study was inherently flawed. A

wealth of previous research supported the hypotheses and no

single explanation exists as to the cause of the unexpected

findings in this study. Therefore, it may be of interest to

examine the phenomenon of cognitive dissonance more
closely, especially as a tool for evaluating other complex
behavior.

A similar future study with simplified cues,

possibly with a visual component, may find confirmatory
results or provide additional evidence that cognitive

dissonance paradigms are unsuitable for this type of

research.
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APPENDIX A

CUES TO SEXUAL INFIDELITY
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Cues to Sexual Infidelity
He(she) is unusually upset when you do not want to have sex
with him(her).
He(she) sleeps more than he(she) used to.

His(her) clothing style suddenly changes.
He(she) suddenly tries new and unusual positions when
he(she) and you have sex.

He(she) is less sexually adventurous with you than he(she)
used to be.

When he(she) and you have sex, he(she) wants to have sex
for a shorter duration than usual.
He(she) suddenly begins complaining of pain in his(her)
genitals.
He(she) becomes more mechanical in the way he(she) has sex
with you- like he(she) is just going through the motions.
He(she) suddenly has difficulty becoming sexually aroused
when he(she) and you want to have sex.
He(she) suddenly has difficulty remaining sexually aroused
while he(she) and you are having sex.
He(she) less often has an orgasm when he(she) and you have
sex.
He(she) more often tells you that you are doing something
wrong when he(she) and you have sex together.
You notice that he(she) seems bored when you have sex.

He(she) suddenly refuses to have sex with you.

He(she) tells you that he(she) does not want your
relationship to be exclusive.
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APPENDIX B

CUES TO EMOTIONAL INFIDELITY
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Cues to Emotional Infidelity
He(she) starts forgetting your anniversaries and other
special dates.
He(she) does not say "I love you" to you as often as
he(she) used to.

He(she) is unusually critical of you.
He(she) is suddenly less forgiving of you when you make
mistakes.
He(she) less often invites you to spend time with him(her)
and his(her) family.

He(she) starts acting rudely toward you.
He(she) does not respond anymore when you tell him(her)
that you love him(her).
He(she) less often invites you to spend time with him(her)
and his(her) friends.

He(she) starts looking for reasons to start arguments with
you.
He(she) breaks up with you.
He (she) tells you that he(she) does not love you anymore.

He(she) acts unusually guilty after he(she) had sex with
you.

He(she) starts talking to you about ending your
relationship .
He(she) would not look you in the eyes anymore.
He(she) stops returning your phone calls.
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